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Abstract

In this paper, a new almost unbiased estimator is proposed under stochastic linear restrictions
model as alternative to mixed estimator. The performance of the proposed estimator compared to
mixed estimator is examined using the matrix mean squared errors.
Keywords: Liu-type estimator; mixed estimator; stochastic linear restrictions.
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1 Introduction
Consider the following multiple linear regression model

where

is an n ×1 vector of observations,

is a p ×1 vector of

is an n ×1 vector of non observable errors with

unknown parameters, and
and

is an n ×p matrix ,

.

The most common method used for estimating the regression coefficients in (1) is the
ordinary least squares (OLS) method which is defined as

Both the OLS estimator and its covariance matrix heavily depend on the characteristics of
the X'X matrix. If X'X is ill-conditioned, i.e. the column vectors of X are linearly
dependent; the OLS estimators are sensitive to a number of errors. For example, some of
the regression coefficients may be statistically insignificant can't or have the wrong sign,
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and they may result in wide confidence intervals for individual parameters. With illconditioned X'X matrix, it is difficult to make valid statistical inferences about the
regression parameters. One of the most popular estimator dealing with multicollinearity is
the ordinary ridge regression (ORR) estimator proposed by Hoerl and Kennard (1970a,b)
and defined as

Both of the Liu estimator (LE) and the generalized Liu estimator (GLE) are defined (see
Kaciranlar et al., 1999) as follows:
(4)
The advantage of the LE over the ORR is that the LE is a linear function of d, so it is easy
to choose d than to choose k in the ORR estimator.
Since X'X is symmetric, there exists a
is a

orthogonal matrix P such that P'X'XP =

,

diagonal matrix, where each element of it is the eigenvalue of X'X. So,

model (1) can be written in the canonical form as:

where

X

and

. The OLS , ORR and Liu estimators for (6) are

respectively:

and
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In order to reduce the cost of the bias in biased estimators with small change in the
variance, Singh et al. (1986) introduced the almost unbiased ridge estimator (AURE) as
(10)

Also, Akdeniz and Kaciranlar (1995) proposed the almost unbiased generalized Liu
estimator

Özkale and Kaçiranlar (2007) introduced a new two-parameter estimator by grafting the
Contraction estimator into the modified ridge estimator proposed by Swindel (1976). This
new two-parameter estimator is a general estimator which includes OLS, ORR, LE and
the contraction estimators as special cases. Their estimator is given as follows:
(12)
In addition to model (6), we suppose that, there are some prior information about

in

the form of a set of independent stochastic linear restrictions
(13)
where R is an q ×p non zero matrix with rank R= q < p, r is an q ×1 known vector
which is interpreted as a random variable with E(r) =

and

is an q ×1 vector of

disturbances with zero mean and variance-covariance matrix

, V is known

and positive definite.
By Putting the sample and prior information in a common model we get:
(14)
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Where

and

. If we use the least squares method for

the model (14), then we will get the mixed estimator (ME) that introduced by Theill and
Goldberger (1961). The ME is defined as follows:
(15)

2 The Proposed Estimator and it properties
In order to get the proposed estimator, we first should construct the almost unbiased (k-d)
class estimator as follows:
We can rewrite

in the following form:

By using kadiyala (1984) technique and Ohtani (1986) procedure, we get the almost
unbiased (k-d) class estimator (AU(k-d)) as:

Where k > 0 and
Now we can introduce the proposed estimator as alternative to mixed estimator by using
(AU(k-d)) estimator as follows:
Let us rewrite the ME in (15) in other form

By substituting

with

in (18) we get the proposed estimator:

,
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(19)

Where

We call the proposed estimator in (19) the almost unbiased mixed (k-d) estimator
(AUM(k-d)).
One of the methods used to reduce inflation in the variance of an estimator, especially in
the case of overlapping linear between the independent variables, is to use the estimate
biased, where, although the capabilities of least squares is biased, but it has a significant
inflation variability. Therefore, statisticians researchers use the biased method to reduce
the variance with there is some cost in the amount of bias. The idea now, with a biased
estimate is to look for the possibility of reducing the bias at the same time to obtain an
improvement in variance. For this, the idea of finding the almost unbiased estimators that
given by kadiyala (1984) and Ohtani (1986) appeared. Therefore, the ME estimator in
(15) that depends on the OLS as given in (19) will suffer from the problems of the OLS.
To get the properties of the proposed estimator, we have to give some lemmas that help
to understand the results.
Lemma 1: (See C.R. Rao et al. 2008)
Let A: p × p, B:p×n, C: n× n and D:n ×p. If all the inverses exist, then
.
Lemma 2: (See Farebrother 1976)
Let A be a p.d. matrix , c be an non zero vector and be a positive scaler. Then
p.d. if and only if c'

c<

.

Lemma 3: (See C.R. Rao et al. 2008)
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A-cc' is

Let

be two linear estimators of . Suppose that D = Cov(

is p.d. then

MSE( ) - MSE(

) – cov

)

) is n.n.d. if and only if

B2 (D + B1 B1')-1 B2 ≤ 1,
where Bj denotes the bias vector of

.

The proposed estimator is a general estimator which includes OLS, ME and AU(k-d)
estimators. The expected value, the variance and the bias of the AUM(k-d) is given as
follows:
Let

Then
(20)

Therefore,
(21)
And
(22)
The bias and the variance of an estimator

are measured simultaneously by the mean

squares error matrix (MSE)
MSE( *)=Var( *)+Bias( *)(Bias( *))'. Then
MSE(

)=

(23)

3 Superiority of the new estimator
In this section we make a comparison between the proposed estimator and the ME
estimator using MSE. Let us consider the difference among the estimators:
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'-

Where

'-B1B'1.

'. In this time we want to see under which condition,

p.d. If we use Lemma 3 we can see that if D is p.d. then
'

<

will be

will be p.d. if and only if

. That means we are searching for the condition that make D p.d.
'=A

self to the difference

'. Since A and

are p.d., we are constricting our

.
, where

. Therefore

when

and this will happen if
. From this formula if

that is possible if
is positive number when

and
then

. Now we can state with the following theorem:

Theorem:
Suppose that
superior to the

, when

then D will be p.d. The

in the MSE sense , namely

is

if and only if

4 Conclusion
In this paper, the two parameters estimator under stochastic linear restriction model is
proposed. The proposed estimator is coming by two stage: one by introduce a new
estimator AU(k-d) to reduce the bias of the (k-d) estimator that given from Özkale and
Kaçiranlar (2007) and second by using the stochastic linear restrictions we got the final
7

proposed estimator AUM(k-d) as alternative to the mixed estimator ME and then we
discussed the properties of the proposed estimator. Finally, sufficient and necessary
conditions for the superiority of the AUM(k-d) estimator over the ME in terms of mean
squared errors matrix are established.
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